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Tactical Urbanism Now! 2021 Competition 
TerraViva Competitions launches TACTICAL URBANISM NOW! 2021, a new edition of the architecture competition that puts the focus on the transformation of public space all
over the world. Prizes up to 7.000 ? will be awarded to the winners selected by an international jury panel composed by, among others, Arturo Mc Clean (Miralles Tagliabue
EMBT), Liz Wreford (Public City), Francesco Garofalo (Openfabric), Hannah Klug (Intuy Lab); 
PublicCity: 
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Tactical Urbanism Now Competition 2021 
Brief 
Over the last decade, cities all around the world have experimented with a wide range of urban transformations through colourful, flexible and light interventions. Nowadays, it
has become more and more common to come across these type of projects in both, small towns and metropolises. 
Tactical Urbanism proposes an innovative design approach that aims to achieve long-term regeneration with short-term strategies. In certain cases, due to the positive impact
that these interventions have generated in the urban realm, projects that were once thought of as temporary have now become permanent. Working at the scale of a street, a
block or a building, tactical tools have the power to improve liveability citywide. Similar to the way acupuncture inserts needles into one part of the body to boost the well-being
of the entire organism, these type of projects can actually lead to positive changes in an entire neighbourhood. 
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Prizes & Mentions 

1st Prize: 3.000? 
2nd Prize: 2.000? 
3rd Prize: 1.000? 
4 Golden Mentions: 250? each 
10 Honourable Mentions 
30 Finalists 
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Guidelines 
The challenge of this competition is to reinterpret what is commonly known as traditional public spaces, such as parks, streets, playgrounds and squares, with a strategi...
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Related Post

Small and cozy modern barn house getaway in Vermont
This minimal modern barn house was designed by Joan Heaton Architects, along with builder Silver Maple Construction, located in Weybridge, Vermont.
This property was designed as a simple vacation getaway spot for a family to relax and enjoy the...

Minimalist Aman Apartment by Prashant Parmar Architect
The Aman apartment is a 2130 sq. ft. opportunity to explore and showcase different moods of minimalism with different materials for the client within a
given optimum budget. Continue reading

The Dezeen guide to bio-based materials in architecture, design and interiors
Thinking of using natural materials in your project" Our latest Dezeen guide includes 12 types of biomaterials commonly used in architecture, design and
interiors. The term biomaterials is used to describe building materials derived from living...

Glue-laminated timber structure forms San Crescente housing block in Santiago
Izquierdo Lehmann Arquitectos and Francisco Saul have completed a block of five row houses in Santiago, which are grouped under a large roof to give
the impression of a single residence. The San Crescente housing ensemble is named after its street...

Artists studio Garage Conversion, Edinburgh
Artists studio Garage Conversion, Edinburgh Building Project, New Scottish Architecture Development, Images, Architect Artists studio Garage
Conversion in Edinburgh 9 Dec 2021 Design: Konishi Gaffney Architects Location: Edinburgh, south east...

Zolaism Café Aranya, Qinhuangdao Building
Zolaism Café Aranya, Qinhuangdao Dessert Shop, Hebei Store Building Photos, Chinese Architecture Design Zolaism Café Aranya, Qinhuangdao, Hebei,
China 7 December 2021 Design: B.L.U.E. Architecture Studio Location: Qinhuangdao, Hebei Province,...

NFTism Art Basel Miami Beach by ZHA
NFTism Art Basel Miami Beach by Zaha Hadid Architects, ZHA Design Exhibitions, Architecture Show Images NFTism Art Basel Miami Beach by Zaha
Hadid Architects 3 + 2 December 2021 LED wall presenting an interactive gallery space located in the...

Loft Bauman by Nefa Architects
Loft Bauman is an industrial apartment located in Moscow, Russia, redesigned in 2021 by Nefa Architects. Description This project by Nefa Architects is
located in a historical building of a tea sorting facility, freshly...

Best books for Canadian architects
The past year saw a bonanza of new books of interest to Canadian architects?many of them authored by Canadian designers. As the holidays approach,
we offer our round-up of the yearâ s best books. You may also be interested in this round-upâ s...

Lauréat MIAW 2021 : Élitis avec Mouvements
La sublime collection Mouvements signée par Élitis explore deux techniques numériques ultra-innovantesÂ : l?impression 3D PVC free et la gravure laser.
De quoi mettre à jour des effets nouveaux aussi surprenants que déconcertants pour les sens?
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